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INTRODUCTION

Spending on Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias
(ADRD) is estimated at nearly $200 billion annually, an
amount expected to nearly double by 2040.1 The extensive
medical and long-term care needs, including high hospital
rates and use of post-acute care that drive spending in this
population, are best served through coordination among pro-
viders across care settings.2

Accountability for patient care coordination and spending
has increased under Medicare's Bundled Payments for Care
Improvement Advanced (BPCI-A) program, which holds hos-
pitals accountable for spending during the 90-day post-dis-
charge period. Research suggests that bundled payment
models have reduced medical and surgical spending, particu-
larly in post-acute care settings.3 However, the impact of these
payment models on older patients with ADRD has not been
explored. To decrease spending under BPCI-A, hospitals may
seek to avoid admitting patients with ADRD or seek to dis-
charge patients to lower acuity post-acute care settings.
To better understand bundled payments in the context of

ADRD, we evaluated the prevalence of ADRD across the
episodes included in BPCI-A and the association between
ADRD and 90-day spending among hospitals participating
in the BPCI-A program.

METHODS

We used a 20 percent sample of Medicare fee-for-service
claims (MedPAR, carrier files, outpatient institutional files)
for older (≥ 65 years) beneficiaries discharged from acute care
hospitals between January 1, 2013, and September 30, 2016
(the period used by CMS to determine target prices for model
years 1 and 2 of BPCI-A). We identified hospital participation
in the BPCI-A program using public data from CMS. We

estimated the unadjusted prevalence of ADRD4 for the 29
episodes included in BPCI-A.5 We then estimated generalized
linear models, adjusted for hospital and patient characteristics,
to evaluate the association between ADRD and total 90-day
spending, 90-day spending for skilled nursing facilities, and
90-day spending for inpatient rehabilitation. These associa-
tions were estimated across overall (adjusting for specific
episodes with indicator variables) and for the 5 most common
episodes in BPCI-A (sepsis, heart failure, pneumonia, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and cardiac
arrhythmia).

RESULTS

We identified 219,037 episode observations from 713 hospi-
tals participating in BPCI-A, including 25,706 episode obser-
vations (11.7%) from patients with ADRD. We identified
2,007,780 discharges from 3,407 hospitals not participating
in BPCI-A, including 181,548 episode observations (9.04%)
from patients with ADRD.
Among hospitals participating in BPCI-A, unadjusted prev-

alence of ADRD patients in episodes was 11.7% overall,
ranging from 1–24% (Fig. 1). It was low for elective cardiac
procedures (~ 1–2% for CABG and cardiac valve) and spinal
fusion (~ 1–2%), moderate for chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (~ 6%) and cardiac conditions (~ 8–9% for congestive
heart failure, arrhythmia, and AMI), high for other incident
events (10% for stroke, 12% for gastrointestinal hemorrhage),
and highest for infections (16% for pneumonia, 20% for
sepsis, and 24% for urinary tract infection). The prevalence
of ADRD was very similar for hospitals not participating in
BPCI-A.
ADRD was associated with a 4% increase in total 90-day

spending ($883 [$20,876 vs. $19,993], p < 0.001) and a 26%
increase in 90-day post-acute spending ($952 [$4,565 vs.
$3,613], p < 0.001) (Fig. 2). Total 90-day spending was also
consistently higher for ADRD patients for the 5 highest-
volume episodes: differences of $1,012 for sepsis, $825 for
CHF, $766 for pneumonia, $646 for COPD, and $602 for
cardiac arrhythmia (p < 0.001 for all episodes). Similar pat-
terns were observed for SNF spending across the highest-
volume episodes.
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DISCUSSION

In this national study of bundled payments, we observed high
variation in the prevalence of ADRD patients across clinical
episodes. There was limited inclusion of these patients into
elective joint and cardiac procedures but greater inclusion into
medical bundles including urinary tract infection, pneumonia,
and sepsis. Across episodes, the prevalence of ADRD was
similar between hospitals participating and not participating in
BPCI-A. ADRD was associated with somewhat greater total
spending and much greater spending on post-acute care.
One limitation of our study stems from our lack of access to

spending related to home health. While a relatively small
component of episode spending, future research should exam-
ine patterns for home health spending for patients withADRD.

Reducing post-acute care is a key mechanism for savings in
BPCI-A. Because ADRD is associated with higher episode
spending, our findings highlight the importance of closely
monitoring the experience of these patients under BPCI-A to
ensure they are receiving appropriate care. An unpublished
CMS contractor report found that, for some episodes, BPCI
(the precursor to BPCI-A) was associated with relatively larger
reductions in 90-day spending for patients with ADRD for
some episodes, without consistent evidence of a decline in
quality measures.6 Understanding these effects in BPCI-
A—with a different composition of episodes selected by
hospitals—is critical. This is particularly important for epi-
sodes like sepsis and pneumonia that are common among
patients with ADRD and also highly prevalent under BPCI-A.

Notes: ADRD, Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias; BPCI-A, Bundled Payment for Care Improvement Advanced. Analyses of prevalence overall and
across 29 episodes included in BPCI-A from a 20% sample of Medicare fee-for-service claims for Medicare beneficiaries discharged from acute care
hospitals between January 1, 2013, and September 30, 2016. ADRD identified using the algorithm from Taylor et al. The values in the figure represent
proportions of total BPCI-A episodes within each bundle that involve patients with ADRD, e.g., 0.241 (or 24.1%) of urinary tract infection episodes involve
patients with ADRD.

Figure 1 Prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias in episodes among BPCI-A and non-BPCI-A hospitals.
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Notes: ADRD, Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias; BPCI-A, Bundled Payment for Care Improvement Advanced; CHF, congestive heart failure; COPD,
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; SNF, skilled nursing facility payments. Rehab—inpatient rehabilitation facility payments. Association estimated
using generalized linear model adjusting for hospital (hospital size, profit status, teaching status, region, urban/rural location, proportion of Medicare days,
and proportion of Medicaid days) and patient (age, gender, race, and hierarchical risk category (HCC) score) characteristics. Incremental associations
plotted in the figure are the difference in adjusted spending for each episode category, for patients with compared to without ADRD.

Figure 2 Incremental association between Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias status and episode spending for most common episodes in
BPCI-A.
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